administrative control" 2 -has hitherto remained marginal within both theoretical debates on "free" and "unfree" labour, and the literature on the relationship between the abolition process of chattel slavery and the persistence of other forms of coerced labour. In this respect, this chapter aims to bring it back into these debates, by making convict presence visible and by interpreting the role of convict labour at the crossroad of multiple regimes of punishment and labour relations. In particular, the essay addresses three broad questions: What historical conditions favoured the exploitation of convict labour as part of the larger process of commodification of labour? In which economic sectors did convicts work, and how did their tasks differ from those of other labourers? How did convict transportation interact with other labour migrations?
4
At least since the 1750s the imperial and viceregal authorities viewed these areas (and the Malvinas/Falklands) as part of an integrated system, one intended to defend the Spanish dominions from (especially) British invasion and to provide effective control of the trade routes of Cape Horn and the Magellan Straits and undermine illegal commerce traditional in the region. 9 From the late 1770s important steps were made in that direction. Although an abundant and multidisciplinary literature exists on the issue, few studies have specifically addressed it from the perspective of labour, and almost none have pointed to the presence of presidiarios -prisoners sentenced to transportation to military outposts (presidios) -as one of the components of the workforce. In this section I analyse the multiple functions played by convict labour as impacted and determined by local circumstances, multiple strategies of colonization, and the availability of other workforces.
After its early colonization in the sixteenth century and its "loss" due to the uprisings of Indigenous populations in 1598, Valdivia was repopulated by the Spaniards in 1645. Until the Independence of Chile in 1810, it remained a fundamental colonial possession for the control over the southern coast of the Spanish Pacific. However, the settlement was surrounded by a vast territory controlled by Indigenous populations whose allegiance to the Spanish Crown Español (1680 Español ( -1784 (México, 2012) .
However unique for this multiple overlapping, the relationship between the pardo soldiers and the pardo convicts was part of a broader connection between military and convict labour.
This existed in other parts of Spanish America and the Spanish empire as a whole, 22 but was particularly evident in the borderlands. Here convicts were sentenced to serve in the army, had their sentences commuted to army service, were forced (or allowed) to join local garrisons in order to reduce the constant shortage of soldiers, 23 and were subjected to widespread forms of involuntary impressment to the army, such as the recruitment of vagrants (leva de vagos) . 24 Transportation to the borderland presidios was also a typical 18 Guarda, Historia Urbana, p. 197. 19 secondary punishment for deserters (first-time and repeated) of the Spanish American garrisons; in some cases for those already transported from peninsular Spain or the North
African presidios for the same reason. Further, it was a punishment reserved for soldiers who had been sentenced by military courts for nonmilitary crimes.
The exact percentage of military convicts within the garrisons in Valdivia (and elsewhere) is impossible to tell, but sources hint strongly that the rates stayed relatively high across many decades. In 1757 the ex-governor of the presidio described the troops as a "burlesque procession of scarecrows, most of them entirely naked, all of them ignorant in the Art of War, and … formed for the majority by delinquents, and sentenced criminals". 25 In 1785 the Secretary of the Indies, Gálvez, approved the migration of one hundred voluntary families from Chiloé to substitute the "forced and exiled people" (gente forzada y desterrada) that had formed the majority of the workforce in Valdivia since the 1740s. 26 The transportation of the islanders, however, never took place. Understandably given this situation, the officers exhibited continuous concern about the lack of differentiation between convicts and soldiers.
In 1757, ex-governor Francisco Alvarado y Lerales called for the construction of "resistant cells" (calabozos fuertes) to segregate the forzados at night, while not employed in the construction works; furthermore, he insisted those works be the exclusive occupation of the forzados, and that soldiers be solely employed in military tasks. Both categories, however, were listed as inn-keepers (taverneros, pulperos), domestic workers and even musicians and sacristans, and segregation did not improve before the mid-1790s, when a jail was built within the military presidio. 27 Convicts also continued to serve voluntarily in the local troops after their release. However, only a few of them fulfilled the ideal of the local authorities, turning from "bad delinquents" (malos Delincuentes) to "good residents" (vecinos) by "building their houses and cultivating small pieces of land (chacarillas) in the castles". A clear distinction was made between the peninsular settlers (pobladores) and the rest of the population. The pobladores were especially selected among "Spanish families… well trained in farming" 45 and at their destinations -conceived as agricultural colonies -they were given seeds, cattle and other assistance in order to work the fields that were assigned to them. Their contracts did not allow them to leave the colonies without official authorization and their dwellings were spatially separated (and architectonically differentiated) from those of the other inhabitants. 46 Conversely, the rest of the population was subject to multiple systems of replacement (relevo) that made their presence in the colonies temporary, although some of them (including ex-convicts) were given the option to stay. Their priority was to perform non-agricultural tasks, be they connected with the administration (Commissar superintendent and Meter), religion (chaplains), defence (officers and troops), or the building of infrastructure (skilled and unskilled non-agricultural workers).
The convicts' main tasks included cutting and transporting wood, bringing water, moving building materials, preparing the clay and making adobe, tiles and bricks. 47 Their presence in Floridablanca and in Nuestra Señora del Carmen 48 was especially connected to the building of military and non-military infrastructure, and their numbers fluctuated according to the needs of that sector. 49 As the table above shows, in Floridablanca they were numerous in the early period (January 1780 -January 1782), when the fort, the hospital, the church, some workshops and the first houses for the pobladores were built; convict numbers diminished when those works were completed, and then rose again in 1783, when the construction of new houses was begun. In a few cases, the same presidiarios took part in the initial phase of the colony, were transported to Montevideo in mid-1782 and sailed back to Floridablanca the following year. Similar patterns occurred in the establishment of the Río Negro, where the 45 From Royal Order 22 nd June 1778, quoted in Senatore, Arqueologia e Historia, 185. In the same volume, see also chapter 8. 46 On Floridablanca: Senatore, Arqueologia e Historia, 121. On the Fuerte del Carmen see for instance Casanueva, Inmigrantes tempranos. In this colony, the division between the peninsular settlers and the rest of the workers became clear when the former protested against their conditions and the delay in the building of their houses. In that occasion, they complained that they were been treated "worse than the presidiarios", see: De Cristóforis, Proa al Plata, p. 88. 47 Senatore, Arqueología e Historia, p. 149. 48 On the presence of convicts in the establishments of the Valdès Peninsula, see Buscaglia et al., "Arqueología histórica en Península Valdés", p. 51. 49 The decrease in the number of presidiarios, however, was accentuated by the effect of the Royal pardon conceded in the wake of the birth of the Infante Don Carlos Rodrigo Eusebio. The order, communicated in May 1781, pardoned half of the time to convicts with good behaviour. It was applied both in Floridablanca and in Nuestra Señora del Carmen. Fourteen convicts left the former establishment for this reason. See: Senatore, Arqueologia e Historia, pp. 148-149. need for convict labour was felt especially in the early 1780s and then again when thirty-six settler dwellings were built between 1798 and 1805. 50 The convicts were not the only ones employed in building activities. A peculiar fluidity existed among the groups involved in this sector, and in the categories used to define them.
51
In the official records on San Julián, rather than appearing under the heading "presidiarios", skilled convicts such as the convict-carpenter (presidiario carpintero) Juan Antonio Aispurúa were listed among the armourers (maestranza) together with other carpenters, construction workers (albañiles) and unskilled labourers (peones). Similarly, José Trigo, a convict who worked as baker, was included in the list of the pobladores in January 1782. 52 Moreover, categories and subcategories were not consistent through time: while distinctions were drawn in the report dated 1 October 1781 between the presidiarios and the maestranza, the lists dated 1 January and 10 May 1782 classified carpenters, peones, presidiarios, stablemen and blacksmiths under the common category of "operarios" (workers). The term "peones" underwent similar shifts: at times it referred to non-convict unskilled workers, but in other cases the formula "peones-presidiarios" was used to indicate those "presidiarios who turned into peones in Patagonia". 53 Furthermore, in the records on the establishment of the Río Negro, peones indicated the whole group of unskilled workers, including unskilled convict labourers. The same records also provide a glimpse of the complex ethnic composition of the peones, which included Indigenous workers from various regions.
54
The information on the crimes for which convicts were sentenced also reveals a distinct feature. Whereas in Valdivia military convicts were listed as members of the troops, in the records of Floridablanca and Nuestra Señora del Carmen they were referred to as presidiarios -a difference that can be traced back to the greater focus on work in the Patagonian settlements compared to the stress on defence in the military outpost of the 50 D.N. Martinez de Gorla, "El primer asentamiento de colonos en el Río Negro en Patagonia", Temas Americanistas, 6, 1986, p. 50. 51 The considerations that follow are based on the records held in the Archivo General de la Nación (Buenos Aires), and reproduced in the appendix of Senatore, Arqueologia e Historia, 294-310. I expand here the method followed by the author in the fourth chapter of the volume, by applying it to the building workers and more specifically to the presidiarios. Non-military convicts also continued to be transported to the borderlands as a form of punishment and a resource for colonization. In some cases, like in Carmen de Patagones, and
Valdivia in the aftermath of the Chilean independence, they were still sent to military presidios. 68 More often, the exploitation of convict labour now took place within the frame of purely penal institutions, rather than in military contexts with mixed populations. This transformation is mirrored in the semantic shift of the word presidio itself: from military outpost to penal institution. 69 This significant institutional change notwithstanding, extramural work remained the rule, and labour imperatives and the priority of internal colonization remained central in determining a characteristic fluidity among various types of punishment.
In Chile in the 1810s and 1820s, prisoners were transported to the Juan Fernández Islands some seven hundred kilometres from Valparaíso that had been a military presidio and a destination for convict transportation since the 1760s. 70 The revolts that took place there in 1831, 1834 and 1835 accelerated the closure of the penal colony and the establishment of a peculiar institution: the "mobile prisons" (presidios ambulantes). 71 In the words of a contemporary, these consisted of "iron cages mounted on wheels", in which "the most dangerous criminals were locked up and transported to any convenient destination in order to be employed in opening and repairing roads and other works of public utility". 72 Prisoners fluctuating in numbers from 121 in 1841 to 220 in 1844, sentenced to crimes ranging from bigamy and sodomy to murder and "participation in revolutionary actions", were transported to nine provinces between Santiago and Concepción, "tied by two with chains held by a strong iron ring attached to one leg". Desertions of both prisoners and guards occurred constantly, and the institution was strongly criticized. In 1843 the decision was made to abolish the mobile prisons. transferred to the Penitenciaria de Santiago, the newly established penitentiary where they were subject to compulsory labour in the workshops inside the institution.
73
The linearity of the transformation as described so far might be misleading. In 1842 the possibility of transporting convicts to the island of Mocha and the archipelago of Chiloé was seriously considered by Manuel Montt, Minister of Justice and leading penal reformer.
74
More generally, the farther from the capital Santiago, the more the penitentiary model seemed in need of substantial modification, or was rejected altogether. The need to exploit the convict workforce for public work and colonization was the driving force for the search of alternatives to cellular imprisonment.
In the rural prisons between Santiago and Concepción, even after the abolition of the presidios ambulantes, convict labour was "the core-business of punishment". In Rancagua,
Curicó and Talcahuano, the same witness as quoted above about the Presidios ambulantes observed that prisoners "go to work, escorted by the governor, and occupy themselves with repairing or paving the roads… or are employed more generally in the public work in the town. Inside the prison there is no work for any class of prisoners". 75 In the southern borderlands of Chile, a penal colony was established in the region of Magallanes, in order to affirm its national belonging and to provide the workforce to build its basic infrastructure.
Starting in 1843, presidiarios were transported to the military garrison of Fuerte Bulnes, which became the penal colony of Punta Arenas in 1863 and was transformed in 1877 into a territory of mixed colonization after the "revolt of the artillerymen" (Motin de los artilleros).
Even afterward, convicts and military prisoners continued to be sent there, and constituted "the main workforce of the colony", being employed in "repairing roads, constructing state buildings, wood cutting, looking after the cattle, enclosing land, carpentry, forging, farming, loading and unloading supplies and coal from the ships". 
Comparative Perspectives
The study of convict labour lies at the crossroads of labour history and the history of punishment. However, in both sub-disciplines convict labour has been traditionally marginalized because of a double teleology: first, the focus on "free" wage labour has dominated labour (and migration) history, conflating wage labour with capitalism and modernity, and, by contrast, coerced labour with pre-capitalism and pre-modernity; second, in the history of punishment, the quest for the "birth of the prison" has played a similar role,
Global labour history provides a broad theoretical framework to analyse the role of convict labour in the process of labour commodification. 94 In particular, the approach proposed by
Marcel van der Linden in Workers of the World 95 allows us to address the way the labour power of the convicts was commodified by the authorities under whose penal and/or administrative control they were held. 96 This classification also stresses the connections and entanglements between various free and unfree labour relations, within a broader model that views transformations in labour relations not as linear shift towards "free" wage labour butas Robert J. Steinfeld put it -as "a story of one set of historical practices with one mix of kinds of freedom and unfreedom for laboring people replacing another set of historical practices with a different mix of kinds of freedom and unfreedom". Honor, Race, and Nation in Brazil, 1864 -1945 (Durham and London, 2001 ). On p. 12 the author states that the army was "the central institution in Brazil's fledging penal justice system in the late 1800s". 
Conclusions
Should the persistence of convict labour in military and public work across multiple penal institutions be interpreted as a "pre-modern" and colonial legacy that applied to what the Latin American élites viewed as "uncivilized and barbarous masses"? 111 Were penal colonies "the 'other' side of Latin American elites' modernization projects", a symbol of their "failure" to adjust to their own ideals of (Western) modernity embodied in the penitentiaries?
Scholars of the history of Latin American crime and justice have provided insightful interpretations of the regional elites' process of reinterpretation and appropriation of the Western penitentiary model, paying attention to its ideological limitations and the permanent gap between discourses and practices. 112 However, their insistence on the frame of concept of modernity altogether, 114 I contend that the conflation of modernity and the "birth of the penitentiary" fundamentally hampers understanding of nineteenth-century crime and punishment in its own right, that is, in the context of the broader processes that took place in those specific historical settings. In my view, the persistence of extramural work should not be viewed as the product of the permanence of anachronistic labour relations and punitive projects; rather it reveals a process of re-functionalisation of coerced labour relations and preexisting penal practices in the context of a transforming (but not necessarily "modernizing")
society. As such, this process characterized Latin American penal systems as much European ones during the long nineteenth century, and even beyond. 
